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T
he LKAB Malmberget mine, in operation

since 1888, has grown to an operation

today that has some 600 km of roadways

of which about 300 km are in use at any one

time. Malmberget differs from LKAB Kiruna in

that it has 20 distinct orebodies, of which 15 are

currently being mined. Of these there are three

larger orebodies which are drilled using two ITH

production rigs at one time, drilling up to 50 m

holes, with the remaining two rigs used on the

smaller ore bodies and drilling 30-35 m holes.

The Malmberget deposit was originally

probably a more or less continuous ore lens

which experienced at least two phases of folding

and metamorphism. By strong ductile

deformation it was torn into several lenses that

today occupy a large-scale fold structure where

the individual ore bodies stretch parallel to the

fold axis, which plunge 40-50º toward the SSW.

Malmberget is also distinct in having a mix of

magnetite and haematite whereas Kiruna is

almost 100% magnetite. The so-called

Malmberget Western Field has 90-95%

magnetite and 5-10% haematite; and the Eastern

Field contains nearly all magnetite. Both the

Kiruna and Malmberget mines use large scale

sub-level caving.

In 2013, the Malmberget mining department

had some 525 full time employees. In addition to

the LKAB workforce, contractors accounted for

another 100 plus workers at any one time.

The Western Field includes the following

currently worked ore bodies: Josefina, Hens,

Johannes, Välkomma and Baron; with the

Eastern Field including Alliansen, Fabian,

Printzskiöld, Viri, Kapten, Parta and Dennewitz.

The names derive from influential people who

made an important impact in the mine

development in the early days, such as royals,

investors and military staff.

The main mine level to date has been situated

at 1,000 m but the new mine level at 1,250 m is

being phased in which takes the LOM to 2020

and beyond. M1250, as the new main level is

called, is designed to handle the extraction of 18

Mt/y of crude ore, plus 1-2 Mt/y of mined waste.

Workable ore reserves are estimated to be

around 140 Mt of crude ore. This will yield

around 84 Mt of finished product.

Production is currently both just above and

just below the 1,000 m level; with the main

haulage level at 1,000 m. Above the main area of

production is a haematite rich area in the area

between 560-1,000 m that is now mined in its

own right. At the 815 m level, the largest ore

body Fabian has two ore passes. Further down at

1,000 m, five ore passes are needed as the ore

body widens.

Interestingly at Malmberget, production holes

are drilled out often well in advance of actual

charging and blasting such is the scale of the

mine. It can be as much as six months before a

production drill fan is actually blasted, to the

point where the drilling process could be

referred to as development/production drilling.

This reflects the level of planning and scheduling

needed in the extraction of ore from multiple ore

bodies.

In addition to the shallower Western Field

haematite mining, another project covers mining

of remaining ore from older worked room and

pillar operation dating from the 1960s. At that

time mining was carried out using slushers and

ore trains. Some of these working areas have

collapsed with others still intact. However, they

are now a significant ore contributor – in 2013,

some 10% of overall ore production came from

these historic mining areas.

Once ore production has started, development

work is conducted by LKAB, but during new level

development as well as pre-production

development, contractors are used, the largest of

which is Veidekke. Bergteamet (Rock Team)

carries out raise boring work.

Malmberget operates gyratory crushers

underground, unusual but possible due to the

large drift sizes used. It crushes ore to 100 mm

size. The new 1,250 m level has two gyratories

with associated apron feeders that feed

conveyors and a temporary ore storage bin. A

hoist then transports the ore up to the 1,000 m

level, to the main ramp conveyor there that

supplies the main production hoist on the 815 m

level that transports the ore to surface via 23 t

skips. There are also crushers located on the 815

m level.

At the time of the visit in October 2013, the

1,250 m level crushers were already operating,

but contractor NCC was still onsite completing a

new personnel vehicle car park area and canteen
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The new iron age

Paul Moore visited the
highly mechanised LKAB
Malmberget underground
iron ore operation near
Gällivare in Arctic
Sweden in October 2013,
which is undergoing
major changes with the
development of the new
1,250 m level
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along with management offices. The 1,050 level

at the time was the deepest production area. The

key levels at Malmberget are at 600 m, 1,000 m

and 1,250 m. The 600 m level is used for ore

transport in the Western Field, with the Eastern

Field using the other main levels.

The dimensions of the Malmberget operations

are smaller than those at Kiruna. The Kiruna

orebody is one continuous mass with

dimensions of 4 km by 80 m and extending to 1.5

km deep and beyond; with Malmberget

production from multiple orebodies over a wider

area. Whereas Malmberget production is on

several levels, Kiruna’s is from two main levels.

Kiruna’s production in 2013 was about 28 Mt

compared to Malmberget’s 17 Mt. Despite this,

Malmberget as a site covers just as large an area

as Kiruna with a similar distance of underground

road network. Both mines use large scale sub

level caving with drift development, production

drilling, and LHD transport to ore passes. Key

differences include the use of larger electric

LHDs at Kiruna (diesel smaller LHDs are used at

Malmberget) and that there the ore passes load

automated trains, unlike the trucks at

Malmberget. Again this reflects the greater

flexibility needed at Malmberget when dealing

with multiple orebodies. Malmberget has one

primary crusher on the 600 m level in the

Western Field, and one at 815 m in the Eastern

Field, with two each on the 1,000 m and 1,250 m

levels. As stated, in the Western Field there is

only one 600 m to surface hoist, whereas the

Eastern Field has two hoists and a ramp

conveyor. The Eastern and Western production is

largely kept distinct until the pelletising phase,

when there is some blending of haematite into

the higher grade magnetite ore. While the

Western Field ore body reaches the 815 m depth

it is not currently mined at that depth, however,

ongoing studies will determine if a new transport

level will be established below 600 m.

Malmberget has two hoists to surface –

Vitåfors in the Eastern Field (approx 15 Mt/y

capacity), which is now effectively two in one –

the 1,250 m to 1,000 m section – then the 815 m

section to surface. The Alliansen hoist (4.7 Mt/y)

handles ore from the Western Field from the 600

m level to surface. This effectively means that

the Eastern and Western Fields are two distinct

mines, though the two are connected and it is

possible to take out Western Field ore via the

Vitåfors hoist, for example, if the Alliansen hoist

has stopped. This does not apply to maintenance

stoppages – every year both hoists and the

concentrator stop production for 10 days of

primary long term maintenance in May.

Equipment
In terms of the drifting and drilling equipment,

LKAB operates its own equipment in the Eastern

Field with the exception of some ramp work. In

the Western Field all the equipment is contractor

operated. The Eastern Field drifting fleet includes

three jumbos, two charging rigs, four bolters,

three shotcreting rigs and 4 + 2 scaling rigs as

well as other ancillary equipment. In 2014 the

mine plans to carry out 20,000 m of drifting of

which 11,500 m will be done in-house and the

rest contracted. In 2013, some 11,000 m of in-

house drifting was completed and the rest

contracted. The 4 + 2 scaling rigs refers to the

fact that four machines are used for both drifting

and scaling but there are two dedicated JAMA

scalers.

As stated, in addition to the dedicated

automated WL6C production rig fleet of six, in

2013, the mine began buying production drill

metres from Wassara with its two rigs to make

up a shortfall while allowing Wassara to carry

out R&D.

During the IM visit, LKAB Wassara owned drill

number 698 was operating in the shallower

haematite zone, with five of the mine-owned rigs

in the magnetite rich main production areas. One

WL6C (number 692) was operating in drift 1680

at the Fabian 880 m level (FA880); and a second

at level 905 m in the 1310 drift (drill number

693). In the Alliansen ore body, on the 1,022 m

level, drill 691 was working in drift 4270; and in

the Viri ore body, drill 694 was working in drift

7880 at the 1,050 m level.  In the Printzskiöld ore

body, number 695 was working in the 2520 drift

at the 970 m level. The final 696 rig was

operating in the 569 m level of the haematite
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rich zone in the 5694 level of the Johannes ore

body.

For drifting, two emulsion charging trucks

handle about 2,000 t of ANFO per year charging

5 m holes, while the production fleet has three

charging trucks handling about 4,000 t of ANFO

loading 45 m and longer holes.

The main Eastern Field owned load and haul

fleet consists of 13 LHDs, of which nine are Cat

2900G and four are Sandvik Toro 0011. The

availability stands at about 8.5 LHDs at any one

time. The contractor in the Western Field

operates two LHDs. In terms of figures, in terms

of overall tonnes hauled, the 2014 plan is to

handle over 12 Mt with mine owned LHDs and

about 3 Mt with contractor LHDs. While NCC has

the drifting contract, production and waste

trucking uses other contractors. In the main

Eastern Field, there are five main ore passes on

the 1,000 m and 1,250 m level feeding the four

gyratories in that part of the mine.

The ore trucks used to be Sisu 120 t trucks but

today seven side tipper Volvo FH 12/13 90 t SLP

and two Scania R480 8 x 4 90 t trucks are used.

A further Volvo FM 12 35 t truck is used for

special projects. Actual ore mucking and

transport to ore passes is via the mixed LHD fleet

of Caterpillar 2900 (60%) and Sandvik Toro

(40%). The SLP trucks are loaded via the ore

passes and deliver the ore to the underground

crushers.

All capital equipment maintenance is done in-

house in underground shops on the 815 m level,

though this is in the process of being moved to

the 1,250 m level.

The mine has a very extensive micro-seismic

monitoring system with over 140 geophones and

more installed in 2013 as well as 1 Hz regional

devices. Drifting ground support is carried out by

Berg & Betong, which includes meshing,

shotcreting and bolting. As the mine has gone

deeper there has been a greater requirement for

mesh and more dynamic bolting, such as reactive

bolts. The mine is also looking at doing

simultaneous one process ground support

during drifting and work is ongoing with OEMs

on this concept, with the challenge being making

mesh/bolting machines that can keep up with

jumbos; and solutions include the use of mesh

on a roll as opposed to separate mesh sections.

Malmberget currently achieves one cycle of 4.8

m of drifting per day per fleet, with up to 10 fleet

cycles per day but wants to speed this up.

In the future, more of Malmberget production

will be from fewer ore bodies, so ideally the mine

would use larger and ideally electric LHDs;

though there is still a limited choice in the larger

OPERATION FOCUS
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A schematic 3D-picture illustrating the ore
bodies in the Malmberget iron ore deposit
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capacity electric LHD range, with the Sandvik

2500 machines only operating at Kiruna.

The ITH fleet and history
The Malmberget mine uses six Atlas Copco ITH

drills using Wassara hammers. These are all new

Simba WL6C machines delivered since April

2012, which replaced six older ITH rigs that had

been delivered to the mine since 1997, with an

original fleet of four W469 rigs. The six current

rigs compare to a current fleet of 10 Sandvik Solo

8 ITH rigs also using Wassara hammers at the

sister mine in Kiruna, which began automated

drilling in 1995 (but had been using forms of

remote drilling since the 1980s). Prior to 1997,

Malmberget used two boom AMV ITH rigs

running on compressed air; and before that large

Atlas Copco and Ingersoll Rand top hammer

drills drilling 57 mm holes. With the AMV drills,

air had to be compressed at surface and pumped

underground at very high cost. The cost savings

with switching to water-powered drilling, along

with the obvious upside of much longer and

more accurate holes, were the main drivers

behind the switch to Wassara technology. But

the first water-powered drilling was done with

the AMV drills – with their conversion beginning

in 1989. Three of them were altered to allow

water-powered hammer drilling to be used and

operated up to the Atlas Copco drills coming

onstream in 1997.

The decision to replace the older ITH models

was based on the fact the existing fleet was 15

years old but also the ability to apply the latest

control and automation technology; as well as a

new electric motor on the water pump. LKAB

automated rig operator Andreas Larsson told IM

during the visit: “The new WL6C rigs are easier

to operate, are a lot more user friendly and have

a much more logical interaction with the

operator. The technical aspects of the rigs are

much easier to understand due to the new

technology – with only six main menus compared

to nearly 100 on the old machines. There are less

steps to go through in the everyday operation of

the rig and the main boom is able to do

everything much faster, making the rig more

compact. It also has an enclosed cabin for

moving the machine unlike the older machines

which just had a steel plate roof. The rig is also

easier to turn and has a smoother ride.”

In addition to the main mine-owned fleet of six

rigs, LKAB Wassara has two of its own rigs that

are contracted to mine operations and are

monitored and manually operated by Wassara

engineers, and are not equipped with the new

hammer carousel design. One carries out special

works in the form of slot hole drilling, which involves

6.5 in holes as opposed to the normal production

4.5 in diameter holes. The advantage for Wassara

in having these two machines is that it can carry

out R&D on hammer technology improvements

in a real mine operating environment, which

ultimately benefits LKAB but also the wider

mining and civil construction world that employs

Wassara water-powered drilling technology.

One production hole takes between 30 mins

and 1 hour depending on the conditions and the

hole length. The new rigs also use W100 water-

powered hammers which are capable of at least

1,800 of drilling before being sent to the onsite

LKAB Wassara technology centre for

maintenance and replacement of internal parts,

after which they can achieve an additional 1,800

m to 2,000 m depending on the nature of the

rock – some of the waste is very hard granite.

During maintenance, every one of the internal

parts and dimensions of the hammer are

checked to compare against calibrated ideals.

Each production drill fan is angled at 80° with

each fan 3 to 3.5 m apart. Waste is transported

out of the mine by 40 t Scania or Volvo road

trucks operated by a contractor. In production

drilling, the fan layout includes 5 to 15 holes,

with 8,000 t per fan blasted and 115 mm

diameter holes with an average of 300 m per fan.

Current production achieves 120,000 m per year

per rig, with automated production drilling

accounting for 90% of the total. This compares to

the W469 fleet that achieved 100,000 m per year

per rig. Oil consumption is about 0.04 litres per

metre drilled, indicative of the environmental

benefits of using water-powered drilling. Hole

deviation is less than 1.5% over 50 m.

In the automated drill control centre, there is

one operator monitoring two drills, so three

operators for the six WL6 rigs in all. The operator

shift runs from 0500 to 1500; and 1400 to 0000

with a one hour shift overlap. At midnight for an

hour until 0100 the only team underground is the

longhole blasting crew and following the blast

there is a ventilation period, though the

automated rigs are still running during this

period. ANFO emulsion is manufactured by Kimit

in Kiruna and stored at each mine in silos.

Shotcreting/meshing/bolting is carried out in

production development where needed, which

does not affect ore quality as any bolts are

removed by magnets in the processing plant.

The operations centre is at the 1,000 m level

with two main rig control stations and multiple

wall screens showing all production rigs on video

as well as diagnostic screens indicating drilling

progress and water pressure, normally 180 bar.

The control stations are normally only used when

there is a problem and the operator interrupts

automated production; as well as rig moves

between drill fans and new drill co-ordinates

given to the rig. On each production drift, such

as number 7700 seen during the IM visit,

production starts from fan 1 and continues to the

last fan, in the case of this drift fan 35, a distance

of about 100 m. The nature of the orebody being

drilled is already known with some confidence

due to exploration diamond core drilling. In

addition to this, top hammer exploration drilling

is carried out after every third blast for more

precise data. Each drill fan is slightly different

depending on what is happening with the ore

body dimensions. As stated, holes can be up to

55 m but the average is about 36 m. During the 3

m rig moves, which is manual, the operator also

changes out the hammer bits, as well as the

hammers and pipes as well if needed. He or she

then manually inputs the drill plan, raises the

boom to the required angle, and starts up the rig

before returning to the control centre – after this

the process is automated.

OPERATION FOCUS

One of the Cat R2900s in the Malmberget LHD
fleet
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The typical fan drilling time is about 10 hours

and each rig is capable of drilling about 350 m

per 24 hours. Each rig has two carousels – one

for the water-powered hammers and one for the

steel drill pipes. This can be one problem area

during operations in that occasionally during the

hammer changeout (normally between 120 to

180 m of drilling), the carousel won’t find the

correct position requiring the rig to be restarted.

That said, the newer carousel is capable of

changing a hammer in only 10-15 seconds. As

stated, each operator is responsible for two rigs;

and overnight between midnight and 0500 a

production report log is generated that notes all

stops or problems, which are also automatically

relayed to Atlas Copco. If there are any issues or

stoppages due to mechanical or hydraulic

failures then it may be necessary to get one of

the on-site Atlas Copco team to resolve them, as

they are responsible for service and maintenance

of the rigs themselves. Atlas Copco’s contractual

responsibility is also tied to rig performance in

terms of metres drilled. Atlas Copco has 18

engineers and mechanics underground at any

one time in Malmberget, who in addition to the

production rigs look after the fleet of Boomer

jumbos and Robolt bolting rigs.

Any hammer issues, such as excess wear due

to solids getting into the water supply, can be

addressed by the LKAB Wassara team; though

the hammers can run without excessive wear

with solids in the water up to a particle size of

about 50 microns. Fresh water is used at all

times in Malmberget, though at Kiruna recycled

water from the main tailings pond is used. The

electrical and water supply infrastructure in the

production areas is put in place in advance by

the production development team. The cables

supply power to the rigs at 1,000 v with the

water pipe pressure at only 7 or 8 bar, which is

stepped up to 180 bar by the high pressure

pump on the rig. In terms of rig service, LKAB

Wassara is currently working

on a new supply truck that

will carry hydraulic fluid,

steel drill pipes and hammers

on one machine, being

equipped with a hydraulic arm

to lift the hammers.

LKAB R&D
The LKAB journey towards

the future goal of 28 Mt/y

requires a thorough R&D

effort to ensure both mining

capacity and quality

stabilisation measures. The

ore deposits being developed

require extensive experimental resources in

order to meet the appropriate regulations or

adaptation of the existing ore processing plant,

as well as evaluating future product features.

The objective here is to produce functional

products of a high competitive quality.

Ore mining at increased depths requires both

a safe working environment as well as effective

sub level caving. In a SWOT analysis of the LKAB

long-term plan, the rock stability was identified

as a “specific risk” as increased mining depth

increases both rock stress and seismicity. This

requires new levels of mining layouts and

sequences as well as enhanced rock

reinforcement in order to provide a safe and

stable working environment. One important area

is the mining seismology, providing an

opportunity to increase the knowledge in the

seismicity that follows mining works.

The sub-level mining causes deformation and

fractures in the mine surroundings, mostly in the

orebody hanging walls but it also affects the foot

walls. It is desirable to predict this

environmental impact in a better way because of

its great impact on infrastructure and buildings.

The mining of orebodies underground also gives

rise to openings and deformations, affecting the

soil surface in several ways and requires a

different type of monitoring approach.

Processing
Malmberget operates two pelletising plants – the

newer one known as MK3, commissioned in

2006, and an older facility known as BUV

commissioned in 1973. Both are equipped with a

waste gas cleaning system. MK3 was built to

significantly expand pellet capacity with the

original plan for Malmberget to supply only

pellets but the production of fines has continued,

as they are popular in the steel industry as a

cheap alternative to pellets for a certain

proportion of production (Malmberget pellets are

shipped from Lulea and fines from Narvik). Ore

supply to the pellets plants is 85% from the

Vitåfors shaft and 15% from the Alliansen shaft.

Both routes involve a wet and dry milling process.

The pellet mix is about 6% haematite, 3%

additives such as olivine and silica, and the

remainder magnetite. First the slurry moisture

content is reduced to 8% in a disc filter (BUV) or

drum filter at MK3 (five 150 t/h machines). Then

bentonite binder is added in a large Eirich mixer

at about 0.6% which equates to a bentonite

requirement of about 42,000 t/y. This mix then

passes to the pellet balling machines, through

screens to get a uniform pellet size and

thereafter to the straight travelling grates.

Undersize pellets go back to the balling

machines and oversize is sent back to the

Eirich mixer. A pellet size range of 9-14 mm is

deemed acceptable but the ideal is 10-12.5

mm. MK3 alone has five balling machine

circuits. The straight grate kiln used in MK3 is

an Outotec type. Initially for drying the hot gas

comes up from under the pellets (up-draught

drying or UDD) then switches to down-draught.

All the heat is recycled. The pellets pass

through distinct zones for drying, pre-heating

and firing. The kiln itself is fuelled by six pairs

of oil burners. The pellet bed is about 500 mm

thick, with the heat moved through the bed

following the firing zone using fans, followed

by a cooling zone. Quality is maintained using

online analysis, while physical samples are

taken every shift for tumbling and cold press

testing. Both the BUV and MK3 plants are

controlled using an ABB 800xA system. The

plants are maintained via one cold shutdown

and two hot shutdowns per year. Overall, the

plants currently have five balling machine

circuits each with a 4 Mt capacity but a sixth

may be added to account to allow for

increased production with the Svappavaara

ore. IM
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